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Ways to screw up the MMA comeback I've been working so hard on: 1. Check out my trainer's little sister in front of him, which gets me hit in the head 2. Make excuses to stay at
the gym afterhours so I can watch her face scrunch up while she balances the books 3. Forget that she's leaving at the end of the summer and we're supposed to be sticking to
just friends 4. Get caught making out with her, earning even more hellacious training sessions, along with a warning to stay away 5. Switch my focus to proving I won't stop
fighting until she's mine Each book in the Fighting for Her series is STANDALONE: * Until You're Mine * Until We're More
College student Bristol meets Gage when his band plays at the bar she frequents. They hook up and expect that to be the end of their journey together but it's really just the
beginning.
In this delightfully charming teen spin on You’ve Got Mail, the one guy Bailey Rydell can’t stand is actually the boy of her dreams—she just doesn’t know it yet. Classic movie
buff Bailey “Mink” Rydell has spent months crushing on a witty film geek she only knows online by “Alex.” Two coasts separate the teens until Bailey moves in with her dad, who
lives in the same California surfing town as her online crush. Faced with doubts (what if he’s a creep in real life—or worse?), Bailey doesn’t tell Alex she’s moved to his
hometown. Or that she’s landed a job at the local tourist-trap museum. Or that she’s being heckled daily by the irritatingly hot museum security guard, Porter Roth—a.k.a. her
new arch-nemesis. But life is whole lot messier than the movies, especially when Bailey discovers that tricky fine line between hate, love, and whatever-it-is she’s starting to feel
for Porter. And as the summer months go by, Bailey must choose whether to cling to a dreamy online fantasy in Alex or take a risk on an imperfect reality with Porter. The choice
is both simpler and more complicated than she realizes, because Porter Roth is hiding a secret of his own: Porter is Alex…Approximately.
~ Quinton Dunn ~I had the perfect life.Getting paid millions to play the sport I love and spending most of my nights with all the adoring female fans, what more could I possibly
want?I sure as hell didn't want the baby boy someone dropped on me before running, leaving behind a note saying he's mine.If that's true, then I don't have a freakin' clue who
his mother could be.Until I get the paternity test results, though, the kid's my responsibility.The sleepless nights with a crying baby have me crashing and burning on the football
field, putting my superstar career in jeopardy.And suddenly, the only woman I want hates me with a fiery passion. I knew Callie wasn't going to be easy to win over. Not when she
blames me for her sister's death.Oh, and if this baby turns out to be my son, Callie's determined to take him away from me.Somehow I'll have to find a way to prove to her that
there's more to me than my perfect spiral.
Second chances don't come easy. Sometimes, you have to fight like hell for what you want. MandyI didn't want to get married right out of high school like my parents did. But
avoiding their mistakes didn't keep me from making my own. Five years later, I'm back home after chasing an empty dream. Brett's still here -- and he's still the only guy I've ever
loved. But how can he forgive me for running away from him? BrettI'm a demon in the ring ... but Mandy still owns my heart. That doesn't mean I'm ready to pick up where we left
off, though. I don't know if I forgive her, but I'm not letting anyone else near her. She's mine to protect whether she knows it or not... Even if I have to put a baby in her belly and a
ring on her finger.Slamming Demon is an HEA, standalone MMA/Bad Boy romance with a dominant alpha hero and a young heroine trying to make her way in the world. Some
content intended for mature readers.
The TRACE Series, from New York Times & USA Today bestselling author, Deborah Bladon, in one bundle! TRACE-- Part One Being a nurse gives Vanessa Meyer a true
purpose in life. It grounds her in a way that nothing else can. Since she's watched her mother slide into the clutches of a painful condition, she's worked hard to better the lives of
her patients, giving as much as she can to those who seek help. Garrett Ryan is an attorney in Manhattan. He centers his life on himself. When he's brought to the hospital after
a horrible crash, Vanessa tends to his wounds. Their first meeting is explosive. She sees the worst in him. He only sees the best in her. When she needs his legal expertise, he
jumps at the chance to help her find the answers she seeks. He encourages her to set out on a journey of self-discovery but neither can predict where that complex trail will take
her. When she finally traces the path of her past to the present, it leads her to a reality that changes everything she's ever known. TRACE-- Part Two Vanessa Meyer had finally
taken on the task of learning more about her birth mother. The twisted path that brought her to her family's townhouse on the Upper East Side of Manhattan, also brought her
face-to-face with the man who she's been spending most of her nights with. When Vanessa accepts the reality of why Garrett Ryan is connected to her sister, it changes
everything for her. She has to decide whether confiding in him is worth the risk of losing him. As more of her past becomes clear to her, she's forced to confront the woman who
took a promised future of love and stability away from her. Vanessa can't get back what she's lost but she can gain an understanding of a mother's love she'll never know. Will
she risk everything she's built with Garrett for a brief glimpse into her birth mother's mind and heart or will fate step in and force her hand? TRACE-- Part Three Vanessa Meyer
has overcome the struggles of her past to build a life that she can be proud of. She's a nurse in the ER and her relationship with attorney Garrett Ryan fulfills her in a way that
nothing else can. She has accepted the fact that her mother held damaging secrets but she's ready to move on and start a new life. Everything changes when a letter reveals a
painful truth. It sets a series of events in motion that challenges Vanessa's connection to everyone in her life. When Garrett confesses his own surprising role in her past,
Vanessa has to decide if tracing her family history is worth the risk of losing the life she's built for herself now. She wants answers, Garrett wants her, but can they both truly have
the happy ending they desire?
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The fifth book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories! The Masked Man has captured all the royal families from the Land of Stories with the
help of his army of literature's greatest villains, including the Wicked Witch of the West, the Queen of Hearts, and Captain Hook. With his sinister plan finally in motion, he is eager
to destroy the families and take his place as emperor. Alex and Conner know they are no match against the Masked Man's legion of villains, but they realize that they may be in
possession of the greatest weapon of all: their own imaginations! So begins the twins' journey into Conner's very own stories to gather an army of pirates, cyborgs, superheroes,
and mummies as they band together for the ultimate fight against the Masked Man. Meanwhile, an even more dangerous plan is brewing--one that could change the fates of both
the fairy-tale world and the Otherworld forever. Conner's tales come alive in the thrilling fifth adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling Land of Stories series.
Alex
“A top-notch thriller, one of the best of the genre” (Minneapolis Star Tribune) from international crime-writing sensation Camilla Läckberg tells the story of brutal murders in a small Swedish fishing village, and
the shattering, decades-old secrets that precipitated them. In this electrifying tale of suspense from an international crime-writing sensation, a grisly death exposes the dark heart of a Scandinavian seaside
village. Erica Falck returns to her tiny, remote hometown of Fjällbacka, Sweden, after her parents’ deaths only to encounter another tragedy: the suicide of her childhood best friend, Alex. It’s Erica herself
who finds Alex’s body—suspended in a bathtub of frozen water, her wrists slashed. Erica is bewildered: Why would a beautiful woman who had it all take her own life? Teaming up with police detective Patrik
Hedström, Erica begins to uncover shocking events from Alex’s childhood. As one horrifying fact after another comes to light, Erica and Patrik’s curiosity gives way to obsession—and their flirtation grows into
uncontrollable attraction. But it’s not long before one thing becomes very clear: a deadly secret is at stake, and there’s someone out there who will do anything—even commit murder—to protect it. Fans of
Scandinavian greats Stieg Larsson and Henning Mankell will devour Camilla Läckberg’s penetrating portrait of human nature at its darkest.
By day, Paul Meadors is a fifth grade teacher in a small California town. By night, he trolls the millions of items for sale on eBay, posing as his alter ego Art Farkas, and catching sellers off guard with his
ludicrous and bizarre questions about their auctions. As he amusingly demonstrates time and time again, even in today's hyper-vigilant and impersonal digital world, the spirit of human salesmanship lives on,
no matter how outrageous the question or request. For example, Art asks the seller of a set of bongo drums if there would be a way to attach them to his grandmother's back so that she could take them to the
corner and play on the street to earn her rent money--which elicits a sincere, yet bitingly humorous response. From the entertaining auctions themselves, to Paul's loony letters and the serious responses they
provoke, LETTERS TO eBAY provides a fascinating and humourous glimpse into the strange world of eBay and those who dwell within.
Miles discusses his life and music from playing trumpet in high school to the new instruments and sounds from the Caribbean.
A self-portrait of the UFC light-heavyweight champion discusses the street life that shaped his early years, his relationship with adult film star Jenna Jameson, and the colorful showman persona attributed to
his character.
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of
words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small
Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked
by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas
of great authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds
for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James
Baldwin From the Paperback edition.
I don't care what anyone says, loving Sam wasn't a mistake. The only mistake I ever made was letting the wrong person see the two of us together. Her best friend knew the only chance he had with Sam was
to get rid of me. That's why the bastard had me arrested. I rotted away for ten agonizing months in prison while that jackass tried to take my place. Sam may think that she's moved on with her life. That's
exactly what I wanted her to do, until I found out his plan worked. The two of them have been living together, playing house while I struggled to survive. What the prick doesn't realize is that she's mine and
there's nothing he can do to keep us apart. I'm coming for her, and I would love to see him try and stop me.
From the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of FILTHY BEAUTIFUL LIES
~ Kohen Hendricks ~Out of all the football stadiums in the world, why did Roxanne "The Ballbuster" Benson have to plow through mine?Don't get me wrong. I'm all for women playing professional football. But
what I'm not for is The Ballbuster waltzing onto my field, trying to take over my position as the Wildcats' starting kicker. The woman dislocated my knee with her freaking Jeep, for chrissake, and yet all of my
teammates love her!So what if Roxy's...gorgeous and sweet and loves football more than anyone in the world? This is my team; and once I recover, she's gonna have to get used to sitting her fine ass on the
bench. It's nothing personal. Football is a dirty sport where only the best survive.Now I just have to figure out how to survive a season without ending up with a busted heart; because despite how hard I try to
avoid falling for Roxy, she keeps pulling me back into her bed.Forget her Jeep. With one look, the woman can bring me to my knees. And the worst part is, I keep going back for more.
"On September 2, 2013, at the age of 64, Diana Nyad emerged onto the shores of Key West after completing a 110 mile, 53 hour, record-breaking swim through shark-infested waters from Cuba to Florida.
Her memoir shows why, at 64 she was able to achieve what she couldn't at 30 and how her repeated failures contributed to her success."-SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Some people are born to be a certain thing. And I was a born fighter. At the age of eight, Michael Bisping began his training in martial arts. By the time he was 15, he was
fighting in his first no holds barred competition. When he turned professional and joined the UFC he was sure about one thing: only a world championship title would do. A British underdog in the greatest
fighting championship on earth, he spent the next decade winning some of the championship’s most sensational contests to achieve his dream, becoming the first ever British UFC world champion in 2016.
From his boyhood years learning to fight in the gyms of Lancashire to his most shocking clashes in the cage, in Quitters Never Win Bisping tells the raw and unfiltered story behind his legendary career for the
first time, including his greatest wins, his fiercest rivals and the harrowing injury that forced him into retirement. As audacious, entertaining and as candid as the man himself, it’s a backstage pass to one of
the world’s most extreme sports and an unbridled account of what it really takes to become a champion, from sleeping in his own car to reaching the summit of the world’s fastest growing sport.
What is it about a computer geek trapped inside the body of a tall, dark, and handsome man that makes a woman's knees go weak? Theo Maragos is actually an incredibly successful businessman who is to
be featured in a major magazine. And it's Zoë's job as the Muse of Beauty to transform him from nerd to hunk. First to go are those wire-framed glasses . . . revealing a devilish twinkle in his blue eyes. Next is
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a close shave . . . showing off that sexy grin, not to mention dimples that can charm the clothes off this muse. It would be so easy to fall for Theo, but the number-one rule during Zoë's exile from Mount
Olympus is don't fall in love, especially with a mortal. Will Zoë succeed in keeping her heart safe, or will she risk all for a lifetime with her very own Mr. Right?
An intricately woven, suspenseful novel of psychological and political intrigue, The Tesseract follows the interlocking fates of three sets of characters in the Philippines: gangsters in a chase through the
streets of Manila; a middle-class mother putting her children to bed in the suburbs and remembering her first love; and a couple of street kids and the wealthy psychiatrist who is studying their dreams. Alex
Garland demonstrates the range of his extraordinary talents as a novelist in this national bestseller, a Chinese puzzle of a novel about three intersecting sets of characters in the Philippines.
The discovery of a simple black-and-white photograph taken during the 1964 Clay-Liston fight in Miami Beach unleashes a modern-day murder spree that ranges from Florida to the secret byways of the
nation's capitol and forces Thorn into a perilous alliance with a dangerous enemy to solve the baffling puzzle and to find retribution for the death of a loved one. Reprint.
Fifth-grader Peter Hatcher's mother is pregnant, his four-year-old brother, Fudge, is a constant embarrassment to his family, and his parents want to move to New Jersey for a year, could life get any worse?
After recovering from a near fatal gunshot wound, teenage spy Alex Rider embarks on a new mission to stop a group of eco-terrorists from sabotaging the launch of the first outer space hotel. Reprint.
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong
dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of
imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid
movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK
TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.

Now a Netflix film starring Sandra Bullock, Sarah Paulson, Rosa Salazar and John Malkovich! Written with the narrative tension of The Road and the exquisite terror of classic Stephen King,
Bird Box is a propulsive, edge-of-your-seat horror thriller, set in an apocalyptic near-future world—a masterpiece of suspense from the brilliantly imaginative Josh Malerman. Something is out
there . . . Something terrifying that must not be seen. One glimpse and a person is driven to deadly violence. No one knows what it is or where it came from. Five years after it began, a handful
of scattered survivors remain, including Malorie and her two young children. Living in an abandoned house near the river, she has dreamed of fleeing to a place where they might be safe.
Now, that the boy and girl are four, it is time to go. But the journey ahead will be terrifying: twenty miles downriver in a rowboat—blindfolded—with nothing to rely on but her wits and the
children’s trained ears. One wrong choice and they will die. And something is following them. But is it man, animal, or monster? Engulfed in darkness, surrounded by sounds both familiar and
frightening, Malorie embarks on a harrowing odyssey—a trip that takes her into an unseen world and back into the past, to the companions who once saved her. Under the guidance of the
stalwart Tom, a motely group of strangers banded together against the unseen terror, creating order from the chaos. But when supplies ran low, they were forced to venture outside—and
confront the ultimate question: in a world gone mad, who can really be trusted? Interweaving past and present, Josh Malerman’s breathtaking debut is a horrific and gripping snapshot of a
world unraveled that will have you racing to the final page.
Hi, my name's Linc, and I'm an MMA fighter who's in love with a porn star. Okay so maybe I'm not in love with Eve Kelly, but I'm completely freakin' obsessed with her, addicted even. Hell, I
know that for years I've been using Eve as an escape from reality. Why? Because my heart was not only ripped out of my chest by my high school sweetheart, she crushed it into so many
pieces that I still haven't found them all. But now it's high time I stop lettin' the past haunt me and a porn star own me. And how exactly am I gonna do that? By confrontin' my demons, or in this
case one incredibly sexy demoness, I'll finally be able to get my social life back. I didn't consider the possibility that I could fall even harder for her. ~Claire~ I've never been as mortified as I am
in this very moment. The spotlights are blinding me as I stand on stage in nothing but a white thong bikini, all because my little sister Mandy, aka the kinky porn star Eve Kelly, is at the moment
passed out in a hotel room, high as a kite. Since she owes a loan shark more than thirty thousand dollars, I agreed to fill in for her tour appearance tonight at one of the local strip clubs. With
only thirteen months between us, a few pounds, and slightly different shade of blue eyes, there's nothing else preventing Mandy and I from passing as identical twins. In fact, the crowd of
disgusting, perverted men doesn't seem to have the slightest idea they're actually being scammed. If I can just get through two hours of taking selfies with drunk bastards, I'll be able to go
home, shower in Clorox, and get back to my normal life. Or at least that was the plan, until a gorgeous MMA fighter paid a shitload of money for Eve to give him a private lap dance.
I'm not saying Whitney Merchant's a gold digger, but she isn't messing with any broke fighters.And I'm dirt poor, only a few dollars to my name. At least for now.With no education or skills
other than being a halfway decent cage fighter, I'll wash dishes or wait tables if I have to. Anything to make it six more months to my big fat pay day. That's all the time I have left to convince
Whitney that the two of us belong together before she finds out how much I'm worth.The spoiled rich girl claims she's allergic to broke boys who lack the motivation to be successful in life. She
thinks I'm a slacker, with no goals or ambition. That was true until we met.Now, I know what I want, and I'll do whatever it takes to keep her safe, even if it means losing everything I stood to
gain, including her.
MMA cage fighter Jude Malone leads a simple life - eat, sleep and train. His older brother Jax is a legend in the octagon, and while Jude's had his fair share of recent losses, he's better than
his record. He just needs a chance to prove it. When Jude is suddenly offered the fight of a lifetime by his head coach, there is only one tiny string attached. He decides to go for it, but that
little string just might turn out to be the one that unravels him completely. Sadie Briggs is a quiet, introverted tomboy. She was raised by a single father and grew up in his MMA training gym
with dozens of sweaty, aggressive men. They only think of her as their sweet little sister, not as a woman who is getting ready to go off to college. That all changes when her longtime crush,
Jude Malone, becomes her knight in shining armor after her boyfriend dumps her the week before her senior prom. Jude feels like he's been sucker punched when Sadie's unexpected
Cinderella transformation forces him to actually see her as a woman for the very first time. Overwhelming lust, jealousy and passion turn out to be the right combination to finally unlock Jude's
cocky alpha fighter inside and out of the cage. Only one thing stands in the way of him winning the world championship welterweight title and a gorgeous girl. The truth.
The epic conclusion to Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories! In the highly anticipated conclusion to the Land of Stories series, Conner and Alex must brave
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the impossible. All of the Land of Stories fairy tale characters--heroes and villains--are no longer confined within their world! With mayhem brewing in the Big Apple, Conner and Alex will have
to win their biggest battle yet. Can the twins restore order between the human and fairy tale world? Breathtaking action mixed with laugh out loud moments and lots of heart will make this a
gripping conclusion for many fans!
Percy Jackson meets The League of Extraordinary Gentleman meets Sherlock In Victorian London, 13-year-old Luke Frankenstein dreams of joining The Immortals - a supernatural crimefighting squad, founded by his father Victor. But when Luke secretly follows the Immortals on a mission against the Dark Pharaoh Sanakhte, he is killed. Luke's body is preserved for 160 years
before he is reanimated in the modern day, his body bestowed with superhuman powers and fitted with modern upgrades. Sanakhte has returned and Luke must reunite the scattered
Immortals. But to destroy Sanakhte, Luke must uncover a terrible secret hidden in his past.... Inside cover printing features a comic strip detailing more of the Last Immortals' adventures! Now
shortlisted for the Bolton Children's Fiction Award 2017
Logan Davenport is a workaholic who has spent his entire life trying to get ahead in his career. When his new boss is too busy to deal with his delinquent daughter's latest downward spiral, he
sends Logan to bail her out of trouble and bring her home. Brayden Chambers took off to Cancun with her college friends to try and get away from her possessive and abusive ex-boyfriend.
Rather than spend her summer break partying and having fun, she finds herself locked in a filthy jail cell, scared and left alone for days.When Logan swoops in and saves the day, freeing
Brayden from her imprisonment, she comes down with a bad case of hero worship for the sexy lawyer who is much older than her and unfortunately, off-limits because her father is his boss.
Logan was certain that Brayden would be a handful, but he never expected to unravel the secrets she's been keeping from her friends and family ever since she was a teenager. As Logan and
Brayden grow closer, Logan becomes determined to protect Brayden from her psychotic ex-boyfriend, whatever the consequences, even if he has to lie to his boss and jeopardize his career.
And although Logan's never played the part of a hero before, he's pretty sure he could get used to the new job title and all the perks that go along with it - like finally getting the girl.
Called back to his old stomping grounds in Los Angeles, former car thief Ray Lilly, who is now the grunt of a sorcerer responsible for destroying extradimensional predators, finds himself in
way over his head as his former associates fall victim to a mysterious spell. Original.
"A sexy, deliciously dark journey." -- Los Angeles Times A CrimeReads Most Anticipated Book of 2020 An exhilarating new novel from a global superstar--a sexy, over-the-top psychological thriller that tells
the story of the scorned wife of a billionaire and her delicious plot to get her revenge and bring him to his knees. Faye has loved Jack since they were students at business school. Jack, the perpetual golden
boy, grew up wealthy, unlike Faye, who has worked hard to bury a dark past. When Jack needs help launching a new company, Faye leaves school to support him, waitressing by day and working as his
strategist by night. With the business soaring, Faye and Jack have a baby, and Faye finds herself at home, caring for their daughter, wealthier than she ever imagined, but more and more removed from the
excitement of the business world. And none of the perks of wealth make up for the fact that Jack has begun to treat her coldly, undermining her intelligence and forgetting all she sacrificed for his success.
When Faye discovers that he's having an affair, the polished façade of their life cracks wide open. Faye is alone, emotionally shattered, and financially devastated--but hell hath no fury like a woman with a
violent past bent on vengeance. Jack is about to get exactly what he deserves--and so much more. In this splashy, electrifying story of sex, betrayal, and secrets, a woman's revenge is a brutal but beautiful
thing.
First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies and was awarded the New York Times Outstanding Book Award.
It didn't matter that the ref called it a clean hit. Nico Hunter would never be the same. Elle has a job she loves, a great apartment, and the guy she's been dating for more than two years is a catch and a half.
Then Nico walks into Elle's office and everything changes -- for both of them.
Mace I fell for Hailey the moment I laid eyes on her, before I knew about the three King Kong size battles I would have to fight to be with her. By the time Linc warned me that his gorgeous sister with legs a
mile long was off limits and "emotionally fragile," it was too late. There was no turning back. Then there's my friend Senn, who had a one-night stand with Hailey. He's trying his best to get a repeat
performance during the week of Claire and Linc's wedding. Sorry buddy, bros might come before hoes, but they don't come before sweet southern belles. And last but not least, the IFC insists that if I want a
million dollar contract and a championship title fight then I need to keep up my playboy image to fuel all the female fans' filthy fantasies. But for Hailey, I'll do whatever it takes to make her mine. Hailey Smooth
talkin', sexier than sin, Mason Reed came out of nowhere and stole my heart, despite his inappropriate obsession with my panties. I'm not supposed to fall for the "little" brother of my soon to be sister-in-law,
or be fantasizin' about lickin' every inch of his tattoos the week of her and Linc's wedding. Mason's seven years younger than me, and infamous for his so called "harem." His fight intro song is actually a
tribute to his magical...well, it rhymes with rock. Not only will he likely end up hurtin' me, but he's also...rock blockin' Senn, my former hot fling. After I find out just how close Mason is to landin' a huge IFC
contract if he keeps performin' his magic tricks for all the ladies, I refuse to let him give it all up for me. I had no idea how much I would miss him or how much it would hurt when I finally succeeded in pushin'
him away.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and
wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction
escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional
love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
1314. Joan Comyn swore allegiance to Robert the Bruce after the English tortured her mother. Now she uses her beauty to ferret out secrets and has become the most wanted spy in England. Alex Seton
once stood with Bruce, but now fights for England and is determined to uncover "the ghost's" identity.
The basis for the motion picture starring Lily Collins and Sam Claflin! What happens when two people who are meant to be together can't seem to get it right? Rosie and Alex are destined for each other, and
everyone seems to know it but them. Best friends since childhood, they are separated as teenagers when Alex and his family relocate from Dublin to Boston. Like two ships always passing in the night, Rosie
and Alex stay friends, and though years pass, the two remain firmly attached via emails and letters. Heartbroken, they learn to live without each other. But destiny is a funny thing, and in this novel o f several
missed opportunities, Rosie and Alex learn that fate isn't quite done with them yet.
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